The weeks of Wednesday, February 21
through March 21, we will gather at
6pm for some hearty homemade
soups, fresh bread, and salad at 6pm.
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If you have a favorite “homemade
soup” that you would like to share,
contact Events chair, Diane Jansen,
(941-423-3384) or Juanita at the
church office (941-493-0018)
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While Presbyterians aren’t generally
known to fast during Lent, we DO like
to FEAST on the Word of God. So be
sure to join us for our LENTEN STUDIES
IN LUKE .
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Pastor Chuck will be leading us
through the GOSPEL OF LUKE with
each Bible Study bringing us closer to
Jerusalem and the events of our Lord’s
suffering, death and resurrection on
Easter. The study begins at 7pm.
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We look forward to our 2018 Lenten
Journey together, come join us!
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Ash Wednesday is the first day of
the Christian season of Lent with a
call for reflection and selfexamination.
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We will gather for worship on
February 14th at
7pm for praise,
the preaching of
the Word,
imposition of
ashes, and the
Sacrament of the
Lord’s Supper.
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